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About
 Lorne

Since 1996, Top International Motivational Keynote Speaker, Lorne Sulcas
has been wow’ing top teams and organizations around the world with his
unique Thriving in a Wild World™ keynote presentations.

After many years as a sought-after Leadership Trainer and Management
Consultant, Lorne went from the corporate jungle to the real jungle.
Everyone thought he was crazy. For nearly a decade, Lorne was a game
ranger, tracking and photographing Africa’s Big Cats on a daily basis.
 
Today, The Big Cat Guy travels the world sharing potent life and
organizational lessons from these super-predators that have been thriving
for millennia in the face of change and competition. 

From Atlanta to Amsterdam, London to Los Angeles, Lorne’s keynotes are
one-of-a-kind, revealing the million-year-old proven secrets that you need
to thrive in YOUR jungle.

He is one-of-a-kind.

https://lornesulcas.com/


GAME RANGER GAME CHANGER

About
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Sustaining growth and exceptional results
Resilience in the face of inevitable change
Truly exceptional teamwork
Potent leadership, innovation, and opportunity
Getting and maintaining competitive advantage

He’s unorthodox; definitely not your average conference keynote speaker.
Lorne’s clients include organizational giants on five continents, from
Hershey’s to Bank One to Rolls Royce. He has spoken on the world’s biggest
stages. 

Lorne reveals to your audience the age-old proven secrets of success:

He appears on CNN. His captivating stories and award-winning photos will
pierce your audiences’ hearts. His inspiration will stay with them forever.  
His message moves people to act. He’s an extraordinary expert; renowned
professional; a ‘cat’-alyst; trusted Motivational and Conference Keynote
Speaker to CEO’s and Event Planners. Around the planet.

Because there’s no excuse for mediocre.



Insight

Years Speaking
Experience

24

Countries
Spoken In

21

Number of 
Talks

500

Number of 
People Reached

50 000

International 
Awards

2



Some Previous 
Clients



Videos

Sizzle Reel Link 15 Minute Excerpt Link Video Testimonial
Corporate Client

Video Testimonial
Meeting Planner

https://youtu.be/InwIRwVWKS0
https://youtu.be/ZzsZHceSxU8
https://youtu.be/-Sd2jeDqLwM
https://youtu.be/GTk40UrVMG8


"Lorne, I want to personally thank you … The crucial lessons you shared
in your presentations added real value to our IPM conferences,

Excellence Mindset and out of the box thinking… You made each session
so relevant to our world. Your delivery is professional, entertaining and
inspiring – every time… absolutely outstanding. Whenever I talk to IPM
delegates, the ‘lessons that Big Cat guy spoke on’ is one thing they all

one thing they all really remember and still refer to.” 
Dale Crossman, NASA, Florida, USA

"Your presentation was brilliant, Lorne. In my job, I hear a lot of
motivational speakers and much of it is a rehash of other presentations

or literature. This was different…… Pure, base animal behaviours
captured through tireless detailed observation and then expertly
translated into our world of human beings in the workplace. An

intellectual triumph.”
Mark Suddaby, Tesco Stores, London, UK

" …I was struck by your powerful message that can benefit all of us in
today’s world of chaos and change. Goose-bumps stuff! We immediately
implemented your lessons around teamwork and change and are already

noticing a huge difference. Thank you, Lorne. You were remarkable.”

Carol Halling, AT&T, USA

Testimonials

"The standing ovation said it all. You have something rich and powerful in your
Bushveld Lessons. Thank you for your incredible Thriving in a Wild World

presentation which you expertly fit right in line with our conference. I know your
unforgettable lessons will really help us for our important year ahead. The
animal parables you used were a powerful reminder of key success and

business principles and your amazing stories and photos were so apt. Your
paralleling the animals in the African Bush to the corporate jungle is a

provocative and exciting approach… absolutely unique and fascinating.”
Isisara Bey, Sony Music, New York, USA

Many More Available 

on Request

https://lornesulcas.com/

